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Emergency Alert
The DSU Emergency Alert system (provided by Instant Alert - Honeywell [1]) will enable the
university to give you timely notification of any potential or actual emergency / threat that may
exist ? whether it is a weather event, an environmental mishap such as a chemical leak, a fire,
a criminal threat or any other type of emergency.
In the case of any such emergency, DSU will have the capability to contact you immediately
via cell phone (by both voice or text message), home or residence hall phone and email to
inform you of what has transpired and what precautions you need to take. The DSU
Emergency Alert system is another important way that the University can contact you, in
addition to the other communications media we currently use.
To make DSU Emergency Alert as effective as possible, we need you to provide DSU with all
of your communications information ? cell and home phone numbers as well as an alternative
(non-DSU) email address. While the University already has your university email address,
many of you have an alternative email provider (such as Yahoo or Hotmail) that you use more
frequently.
The University may not currently have that alternative email address, nor your cell or home
phone information. Please understand that your information will be kept confidential and will
not be shared outside of the University.
Please read the disclaimer in bold print, and click the logo below it to log-in and
subscribe to the DSU Emergency Alert [1]system!
Disclaimer: Any and all information requested by Delaware State University (DSU) is
strictly for the purposes of the DSU Emergency Alert system. The University will not
under any circumstances distribute or sell any of the information provided; unless
express consent is given by the provider. The information requested will be stored
internally and used to instantly alert the provider of any and all emergencies that may
provide a clear and present danger. If in fact the information requested is not provided,
the University will not be held liable or responsible if individual parties cannot be
reached in the case of an emergency.
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